Minutes for Tendring Diabetes Patient Group.
Thursday 6th July 2017.
Apologies received from Pam Turley and Peter Cross.
Attendees, Joy Cross, Jean Williams, Terry Williams, David Crawford, Ken Marriott,
Tony Oswick, Keith Iford, Vic Miller (Acting chair) and Val Miller.
The speaker for this meeting was Louise Roberts Lead Specialist Diabetic Nurse at
NEEDS. Louise was welcomed to the group by Acting Chairman Vic Miller.
Following a brief introduction Louise began by telling the group she had not brought
with her a formal presentation not did she intend giving us a formal talk, she stated
that she was more interested in interacting with the group and talking us through any
issues we may have and offering advice and encouragement were necessary.
After a short spell of nerves the group opened up and a dialogue developed that
touched on many subjects, subjects such as, portion control with meals, the purpose
of Background Insulin, vegetables and their effect on blood sugars, bread and how
different products effect sugar control, achieving balance, body weight control,
dehydration and how to combat it, eating out, the problems facing an Diabetes
vegetarian, the importance of the eight check‐ups and HBAIC.
All in all Louise proved to be a mine of information and the group were fully
appreciative of her time and effort as she had stayed with us for the entire meeting.
Vic thanked Louise on the group’s behalf.
There being no other business the meeting close at 12.30pm
Points raised by the group in general discussion before and after the meeting.
a) Still a problem getting a doctor’s appointment in many Clacton surgeries in
particular Epping Close.
b) Hard to contact foot clinic at Clacton hospital.
c) Not sure when we can contact NEEDS for help and advice.
d) Not everyone getting eight checks annually.
The next meeting will be on Thursday 3rd August 2017 at 10‐30am – 12‐30pm.
The speaker will be Emma‐ Louise Parmar talking on Health in Mind.

